Cooperativity of paired oligonucleotide probes for microarray hybridization assays
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Abstract

Synthetic DNA probes attached to microarrays usually range in length from 25 to 70 nucleotides. There is a compromise between short probes with lower sensitivity, which can be accurately synthesized in higher yields, and long probes with greater sensitivity but lower synthesis yields. Described here are microarrays printed with spots containing a mixture of two short probes, each designed to hybridize at noncontiguous sites in the same targeted sequence. We have shown that, for a printed microarray, mixed probe spots containing a pair of 30mers show significantly greater hybridization than spots containing a single 30mer and can approach the amount of hybridization to spots containing a 60mer or a 70mer. These spots with mixed oligonucleotide probes display cooperative hybridization signals greater than those that can be achieved by either probe alone. Both the higher synthesis yields of short probes and the greater sensitivity of long oligonucleotides can be utilized. This strategy provides new design options for microarray hybridization assays to detect RNA abundance, RNA splice variants, or sequence polymorphisms.
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Highly parallel assays of RNA abundance are now predominantly conducted using synthetic oligonucleotide probe collections in microarray format. Array manufacturers need methods to optimize probe sensitivity and specificity given the inherent length and composition limitations of current oligonucleotide synthesis systems. Flexible probe design strategies will be important for other microarray applications, such as improved detection of sequence polymorphisms and development of assays for RNA splice variants.

Two predominant types of microarray production methods are currently in use. Photolithographic methods [1] build probes base by base in situ, using micromirrors to control the deprotection chemistry at selected spots prior to adding the desired nucleotide. Printed microarrays [2] are made by depositing machine-synthesized probes onto their intended substrate locations, where they are attached covalently or through ionic interactions. Each method has advantages and disadvantages. For probes synthesized using photolithography on the array substrate, each round of base addition has a yield of about 92–94% [3] compared with 99% [4] typical for oligonucleotides synthesized by standard automated instruments before printing. The former method limits the probe length to 25–40 bases, since as the probes increase in length, the proportion with random single-base deletions will accumulate (for example, the expected proportion of 25mers without deletions is 0.9325 = 16%). Printed arrays, on the other hand, allow longer probe length (0.99180 = 16%), and PCR products
and oligonucleotides can be used. Long probes are expected to have greater sensitivity because the target would bind with greater affinity, and the probes would have a greater effective cross section for finding an accessible complementary site on the target to nucleate hybridization. In contrast, correctly chosen short probes, as short as 15 bases, are optimal for discriminating single base mismatches [5]. One mismatch in 15 bp has more impact on hybridization specificity than one mismatch in 70 bp. As a compromise, 60mers or 70mers (“longmers”) are currently the typical probe lengths for printed oligonucleotide arrays, in part to bracket the double helix nucleation sequence [6]. Photolithographic arrays bracket the uncertain location of the optimal nucleation sequence by their ability to produce very large numbers of unique small spots. This redundancy using multiple distinct probes for the same target sequence compensates for low signal that may be due to a few poorly performing probes or inaccessible sites on the target. Also, short probes are likely to pack in a spot at a higher surface density than long probes, which tend to be more flexible and able to adopt conformations that can interfere with the attachment of neighboring molecules onto the surface [7].

To provide additional flexibility among the various factors influencing probe length, we propose that a useful option would be to design microarrays on which each spot contains two probes of different sequence (“mixed probe spots”) instead of a single probe (“single probe spots”). Mixed probes would increase the effective probe length without increasing the actual oligonucleotide length, allowing some of the benefits of long probes to be transferred to photolithographic arrays. Mixed probes would also decrease cost in the case of printed arrays. It is cheaper to synthesize two n-mers than the same molar amount of one 2n-mer. This opens up new probe design combinations for novel assays on both platforms.

Materials and methods

Probe preparation

DNA 30mer, 60mer, and 70mer probes were synthesized with a primary amino group attached either through a phosphate group and a six-carbon linker to the 5' carbon of the first base or through a phosphate group and a seven-carbon linker to the 3' carbon of the last base. Printing solutions consisting of 150 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.5, 0.0005% N-lauroyl sarcosine, and either 25 μM probe for single probe solutions or 12.5 μM each probe for mixed probe solutions were prepared. Solutions were printed from a 384-well plate (Genetix X6004) on Codelink Activated Slides (Amersham Biosciences 300011) or Ultra-GAPS Slides (Corning 40017) with a Gene Machines Omnimgrid 100 printer and Telechem SMP4 pins. After printing, slides were stored overnight in a chamber with a saturated sodium chloride slurry at the bottom to maintain humidity. Codelink slides were blocked by incubating in 50 mM ethanolamine, 0.1 M Tris, pH 9, and 0.1% SDS for 15 min at 50°C, rinsed with deionized water, and washed by incubating in 4× SSC and 0.1% SDS for 15 min at 60°C. Finally, they were rinsed with deionized water, centrifuged to dryness, and stored in a desiccator until use. Ultra-GAPS slides were rehydrated in steam for approximately 5 s, until condensation formed, snap-dried by placing on a 95°C hot plate for 5 s and immobilized by applying 250 mJ/cm² of UV energy with a Stratalinker UV cross-linker.

Target preparation

Target was made by asymmetric PCR [8] with Taq DNA polymerase (Promega M1861), using as template pBluescript II KS+ plasmids with a Bacillus subtilis DapB, LysA, or PheB gene insert (American Type Culture Collection item numbers 87486, 87482, and 87483, respectively). The primer corresponding to the sense strand of the gene insert was present in 100× excess to the other primer, to make the target predominantly single-stranded, with the sense strand in excess. The target was labeled with Cy3 by including Cy3-dCTP (Amersham Biosciences PA53021) at one-fifth the concentration of dCTP (dCTP = 250 μM). Long variant LysA target was prepared by reverse PCR using primers oriented to amplify the entire plasmid, placing the targeted hybridization sequences at either end of a 3969-bp product.

Hybridization

Labeled target was hybridized to immobilized probes by applying 45 μl of hybridization solution—5× SSC, 0.1% SDS, 2.5 μg/ml target, 0.1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA (Stratagene 201190-81), 25% formamide—to each slide under a Lifter Slip (Erie Scientific 25 × 60I-2-4789). Each slide was placed in a hybridization chamber (Corning 2551) and incubated in a water bath at 57°C between 15 and 17 h. Slides were then rinsed with 4× SSC and washed twice for 5 min each time in 2× SSC, 0.1% SDS preheated to 42°C, washed for 1 min in 0.2× SSC, washed for 1 min in 0.1× SSC, and then centrifuged dry. Fluorescence signal from each slide was read with an Axon Genepix 4000B scanner, and the image was analyzed with Genepix Pro software.

Abbreviations used: SSC, standard saline citrate; RFU, relative fluorescence units; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
**Data analysis**

Spots that had low fluorescence intensity or poor morphology were “flagged” by the software during scanning; spots were then manually flagged if they appeared misshapen and were not already flagged. For each slide, the mean and standard deviation of background intensity were calculated from blank spots containing no probe. The mean background—which had an average of 80 relative fluorescence units (RFU), and a standard deviation of 25 RFU and ranged from 50 to 117 RFU—was subtracted from each spot’s intensity, and the spots that had a recentered intensity less than two times background standard deviation were also flagged. All flagged spots were excluded from further analysis, and recentered intensities were used in all subsequent calculations. For replicate spots within an array, the median intensity and standard deviation were estimated using a bootstrap method [9,10]: the data set was sampled with replacement $n$ times, with $n$ the size of the data set. This process was repeated to generate 1000 “bootstrap samples.” The mean of the median values of the bootstrap samples was taken to be the median intensity. The mixed probe spots were then compared to single probe spots in one of two ways. To determine whether mixed probe spots had higher intensities than single probe spots, the median intensity of each type of mixed-probe spot was compared to the median intensity of each of the two corresponding single-probe spots using a two-sample $t$ test, with $H_0$: $I_{\text{mixed}} \leq I_{\text{single}}, H_1$: $I_{\text{mixed}} > I_{\text{single}}$, and a cutoff of $p \leq 0.01$ for rejecting $H_0$. To numerically compare mixed and single probe spots, the intensity ratios were calculated using an adaptation of the “median of ratios” method [9]. A set of all possible ratios was generated by dividing each of the intensities in the mixed probe data set by each of the intensities in the single probe data set, creating a data set of size $m \times n$, where $m$ is the size of the mixed probe data set and $n$ the size of the single probe data set. The median and standard deviation of this “ratio set” was estimated using the bootstrap method with 200 bootstrap samples. In addition to comparing mixed probe spots to each of the two corresponding single probe spots, this method was used to compare mixed probe spots to spots printed with a single longer. This analysis was performed on a slide-by-slide basis, but the median ratios for each mixed probe pair were ultimately calculated for multiple slides, using a method mathematically equivalent to pooling the 200 ratio bootstrap samples for each slide and calculating the overall median and standard deviation of median.

**Results**

Mixed probe pairs were designed with four variable parameters: orientation of probe attachment to the substrate, gene targeted, region of the target containing the complementary sites, and spacing between the complementary sites. The Codelink slides used for these experiments have an aminoreactive surface. To explore all possible geometries, the probes were made with an amino group attached to either the 5’ or the 3’ end. The resulting four possible combinations for mixed probe pairs (Fig. 1) are both probes attached by their 3’ (3’−3′), or 5’ (5’−5′) ends, first probe attached by its 3’ end and the second by its 5’ end (3’−5’), and first probe attached by its 5’ end and the second by its 3’ end (5’−3’). The first probe in each pair is defined as the probe whose site of complementarity occurs earlier in the coding sequence of the target. To avoid confusion, 5’ and 3’ will be used to refer to the ends of probes; N and C will be used to refer to the ends of the target (“N end” corresponds to the 5’ end of the coding sequence and the amino terminus of the gene product).

The targets were amplified from plasmids containing fragments of the *B. subtilis* genes LysA, PheB, and DapB accompanied by an artificial 41-base poly(A) region; these genes were chosen because of their established use as microarray standards [11]. The targets were therefore composed of gene insert, poly(A) region, and vector in different proportions depending on design of the PCR primers: see Fig. 1 for a summary. For LysA and PheB, two groups of probe pairs targeting the N and C halves of both targets were selected (Figs. 1B and C); one group targeted to the N end was used for DapB (Fig. 1D). Each group consisted of six pairs of probes, one of which was the same for each pair within the group (fixed probe), while the other was varied (variable probe) to alter the spacing between the two targeted sites of complementarity.

Microarray slides were printed with each of the mixed probe pairs and with each of the single probes that were members of the pairs. The total molar amount of probe per spot was the same for all experiments. Labeled target was hybridized to the slide and the relative fluorescence intensity of each spot was measured. For each slide, the median intensities of all spots containing the same probe or probe pair were calculated. Fig. 2 is an example of the data from an array targeted to the N end of the LysA sequence. $t$ tests were performed on these medians to determine whether the fluorescence intensity of mixed probe spots was significantly greater than the intensity of each of the corresponding single probe spots. To avoid confounding of results by fluorescence intensity variation among different slides, $t$ tests were always calculated on a slide-by-slide basis and never using overall medians across multiple slides. Mixed and single probe spots were also compared by calculating the median ratio of mixed signal intensity to single signal intensity for each slide (Figs. 3 and 4; Supplemental Figs. 1–3 online). Mixed signal intensity was also compared to signal intensity from spots that had been printed with longmers target-
ing the same half of the target. The signal obtained with longer probes, 60- or 70mer probes, was on average only 12% greater than that obtained with the optimum mixed pair of 30mers. This 12% difference is reproducible but does not overshadow the advantages of the mixed probes discussed here, thus \( t \) tests were not computed to compare mixed 30mer probe results versus 60- or 70mer probe results.

Mixed probes consistently have a higher amount of hybridization than single probes of the same length and can exhibit hybridization comparable to that of a longer probe. As a criterion for success, mixed probes should have at least an arithmetic twofold increase in hybridization compared to corresponding single probes and at least half the hybridization compared to longmers. Of the 120 probe pairs analyzed, 52, or 43\%, fit these criteria. If the definition of success is expanded to include pairs with any increase in hybridization over single probe and more than half the hybridization compared to that of longmers, 94, or 78\%, of the pairs fit the criteria.

The experiments were repeated with PheB target using Ultra-GAPS slides (Fig. 5, Supplemental Figs. 4 and 5 online), which have a surface rich in amino groups that binds probes by interacting with the phosphate backbone. Though the same aminated probes that had been printed on the Codelink slides were used, probes for the Ultra-GAPS substrate need not be func-
Such probes should attach with a random orientation; however, repulsion between the amino groups of the probes and the substrate used in these experiments may have influenced attachment, leading to noticeable differences in mixed probe signal enhancement among the four mixed probe orientations (Supplemental Figs. 4 and 5 online). Mixed probes on Ultra-GAPS slides show a discernable signal enhancement, but not to the same degree as that on Codelink slides.

For both types of slides, single and mixed probe spots targeting the C ends did not hybridize as much or as consistently as probes targeting the N ends nor did the mixed probe spots for the C ends show appreciable signal enhancement. The amount of mixed probe enhancement was affected by probe orientation and spacing but not in a systematic way. Probe sequences and positions of the hybridization sites on the target must play a more important role in mixed probe enhancement.

To explore longer probe spacings, probe pairs targeting the LysA gene with spacings up to 850 bases were printed. The constant probe in these pairs was the same as the LysA N end constant probe. The mixed probe signal appears to drop off when the spacing is increased beyond about 500 bases (Fig. 6, Supplemental Fig. 6 online); this may be useful for estimating an unknown distance between two targeted hybridization sites in different exons. In addition, the effect of longer target spacing on mixed spots without altering sequence complementarity was analyzed by hybridizing to the microarrays either normal LysA sequence or a long variant designed to separate the targeted sites by 3600–3800 nucleotides (Fig. 7). No enhancement over the signal from single probe spots was observed for the long target, suggesting that splice variants that insert sufficient length between targeted sites can be discriminated from targets with less than 500-bp spacing by a loss of cooperative signal enhancement.

Hybridization was tested for spots in which only one of the two probes in a mixed probe pair matches the target (“half-match mixed probe spots”). Probes targeting LysA were mixed with a probe targeting DapB and compared to the corresponding LysA single probe spots after hybridization using LysA target. As expected, the half-match spots had, with one exception, a decreased signal compared to single probe spots (Fig. 8), presumably because there are only half the number of probes available to bind target, although the total number of nucleic acids attached in each spot is constant. This signal ratio decrease below 1 is a confirmation of the cooperation effect of mixed probes where both complimentary sequences exist in the target.
Discussion

We have shown that, for a printed microarray, mixed probe spots containing a pair of 30mers show significantly greater hybridization than spots containing a single 30mer and can approach the amount of hybridization to spots containing a 60mer or a 70mer.

Mixed probe spots targeting the C ends did not hybridize as much or as consistently as probes targeting the N ends. Perhaps the target amplification method used here is less efficient for producing the longer Cy3-labeled strands needed to hybridize to the C end probes (Supplemental Figure 7 online). This parallels established strategies for the production of labeled target from total RNA using poly(T) primers: probes need to be targeted to the 5’ ends of such bottom strand targets (C ends of the gene) because of incomplete reverse transcription [12] and/or amplification using nucleotide analogs.

In addition to target-end bias, other factors influencing probe selection include avoidance of repetitive sequences and secondary structure in the target and consistency of estimated $T_m$ across an entire set of probes. The insensitivity of mixed probe enhancement to probe spacing over shorter distances means that the positions of the two probes in a pair are not dependent on one another. This provides an additional degree of freedom for choosing each pair according to the desired parameters versus choosing a single continuous sequence of twice the length. This increased flexibility results in the optimization of probe selection for mixed probe pairs.

The variable spacing between the probes and the variation in their 5’ or 3’ attachment to the glass slide was used to seek an optimal configuration of the hybridized target as its chain passes from one probe to the other. As illustrated in Fig. 1A, one can imagine either U- or N-shaped configurations of the target when pairs of probes are attached antiparallel or parallel, respectively. The position of the probes relative to that of the target leaves many hundreds of bases of the target on the 5’ or 3’ side of the sequence free in solution to interact with other sequences.
target molecules. Our estimate from measuring the attachment of fluorescent 30mer probes suggests that the printed spots have probe spacings of 8–9 nm. This is about four times the closest possible packing of DNA double helices. The situation at the microarray can be compared to that seen in the crowding during feeding by a nursing sow and her litter. Fragmentation reactions, as used in some target preparation protocols, would reduce the length of free target attached to hybridized target but may necessitate closer probe spacings for mixed probe pairs.

The mixed probe technique should be particularly suited to the analysis of alternative splicing [13] and of single nucleotide polymorphisms [14,15] (SNPs). For instance, if each probe in the pair corresponds to adjacent variant exons in a transcript, the splice variant targets binding to the spot would consist of three populations: unspliced molecules that recognize both probes or spliced target molecules that hybridize to either of the two probes but not both. By comparing these spots to control spots containing each of the two probes paired with a scrambled probe respectively (a scrambled probe being one that does not bind to any splice variant), the relative amounts of splice variants in the sample that contain one or both of the exons can then be determined. The decrease in cooperative signal...

Fig. 4. Hybridization to C end of LysA target averaged over six slides. Ratios of intensities of mixed probe spots are compared to corresponding single probe spots. Bars are grouped according to each possible mixed probe pair. Error bars represent 99% confidence intervals. Tables below each graph give the proportion of slides on which each probe pair failed a t test (p > 0.01) testing whether mixed probe intensity was greater than either the corresponding fixed probe or the corresponding variable probe intensity. Black bar, I_{mixed}/I_{fixed}; dark gray bar, I_{mixed}/I_{variable}; white bar, I_{mixed}/I_{70mer}.
when the target spacing is increased beyond 500bp would be useful for detecting length variants.

Mismatched single probe spots are already used as a control on oligonucleotide arrays [13], and reduced hybridization signal in single base mismatch versus perfect match probes could be useful for detecting SNP sequence variants. A similar signal reduction may occur for mixed half-match spots versus perfect match mixed probe spots. A single base mismatch is enough to partially disrupt binding to a 60mer. Half-match spots where one of the probes has a single base mismatch would be expected to behave similarly to the half-match spots used here, in which one of the probes is a complete mismatch.

For SNP analysis, the dissociation temperatures of the probe/target double helix with a single base mismatch must be distinguishable from the correct match [16]. The use of shorter probes should offer greater discrimination [16].

Production of mixed probe spot arrays by ink jet or contact printing can be achieved by simply synthesizing

---

**Fig. 5.** Hybridization on UltraGAPS slides to the N end of PheB target averaged over five slides. Ratios of intensities of mixed probe spots are compared to corresponding single probe spots. Bars are grouped according to each possible mixed probe pair. Error bars represent 99% confidence intervals. Tables below each graph give the proportion of slides on which each probe pair failed a t test (p > 0.01) testing whether mixed probe intensity was greater than either the corresponding fixed probe or the corresponding variable probe intensity. Black bar, I_{mixed}/I_{fixed}; dark gray bar, I_{mixed}/I_{variable}; white bar, I_{mixed}/I_{60mer}.

---
oligomers separately and then mixing before deposition. We propose that photolithographic methods could also be used if wavelength-specific deprotection chemistries were available. In theory, two deprotection methods that are specifically sensitive to different wavelengths of light would be sufficient to synthesize separate oligonucleotide strands within the same array spot.

Conclusion

Mixed probe microarrays have individual spots consisting of two short probes, selected to hybridize at non-contiguous sites in the same targeted polynucleotide. These spots with mixed oligonucleotide probes display cooperative hybridization signals greater than those that can be achieved by either probe alone. Mixed probe
spots can approach the amount of hybridization to spots containing a 60mer or 70mer. This allows one to take advantage of both the higher synthesis yields of short probes and the greater sensitivity of long oligonucleotides. The mixed probe method results in an increase in the effective probe length without an increase in the actual oligonucleotide length, allowing some of the benefits of long probes to be transferred to photolithographic arrays. Additionally mixed probe microarrays would decrease the cost for printed arrays, while providing additional flexibility. One can avoid inherent targeting problems such as repetitive sequences or secondary structures and it is easier to choose probes with consistent $T_m$. This strategy of using mixed probes provides new design options for microarray hybridization assays to detect RNA abundance, RNA splice variants, or sequence polymorphisms.
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